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“Placemaking consciously introduces strategies of enticement, encouragement and 
reinforcement sufficient to ensure that strong patterns of public use take hold of, and 
gradually possess, a specific physical setting. “
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Place by Design
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Place By Programme
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Place By Activation
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Who we are

Panuku means to ‘move on, or move forward’

Panuku Development Auckland opened its doors on 1 
September 2015 as Auckland’s new urban regeneration 
agency. 

Leveraging council-owned land, Panuku Development 
Auckland works with iwi, central government, not-for-profit 
and the private sector to provide Auckland with a clear 
focus on how it responds to the challenges and 
opportunities of a growing region. 

Panuku Development Auckland is the result of Waterfront 
Auckland and Auckland Council Property Limited joining 
forces to bring together strengths in commercial property, 
redevelopment and place shaping.

Panuku Development Auckland has the opportunity to 
replicate the success of what has been achieved in 
Wynyard Quarter across other parts of the region.



Priority Locations
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Place Making 
for Panuku



Placemaking:
A multi-faceted approach to the planning, design and management 
of public spaces. It capitalises on a local community’s assets, ideas 
and potential, ultimately creating good public spaces that promote 
people’s health, happiness, and wellbeing. Placemaking is both a 
process and a philosophy. 
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Tools for Applying Placemaking
March 26th, 2013
Auckland, NZ

What If We Built Auckland’s Waterfront
Around Places?



THE BENEFITS OF PLACE

nurtures &defines
community identity

builds &supports
the local economy

creates improved
accessibility

PLACE

promotes sense
of comfort

fosters frequent
& meaningful contact

draws a diverse
population

PPS
P - O J f C T  r 0 1
P U B L I C
S P A C E S

I•ll•



PROJECT/DISCIPLINE DRIVEN APPROACH

problem/solution defined

identify constraints

design to avoid constraints

• narrow goals

•relies on professionals & "experts."

crisis driven, politically initiated

angry/ reactive community meetings

• expensive

• static designs

• results in limited experience of place

•PROH
P
C:T
S
FOR

P U B L I C
S P A C E S

public input
evaluate impacts & constraints

public input

Is



PLACE/COMMUNITY DRIVEN APPROACH
define place

identify stakeholders

evaluate space

stakeholder roles
advise/suggest
bring additional
resources

expert roles
resource
facilitate
implement vision

place vision
empowers communities

attracts partners, money &
creative solutions

professionals become
resources

design supports uses

solutions are flexible

engagement &commitment
grow PPS

PROHC:T FOR
P U B L I C
S P A C E S



From PPS: “…in siloed departments the desired outcomes of 
mobility, economic development, safety, cultural 
development, tourism, etc. are inevitably in conflict and 
competition, frequently undermining the public realm that 
determines their ultimate success.”
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Beginning and Building Momentum 
Through Community-Led Transformation

• Invite and ask local communities to be major part 
of the transform – as the local experts.

• Shift from large scale interventions to thinking 
little and local

• Build finer layers to a young, planned centre

• Plan by doing

• Communities involved in planning and making
change

• Local Boards as key partners
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ELEMENT SYMBOL PERCENTAGE

Oxygen O 65.0

Carbon C 18.5

Hydrogen H 9.5

Nitrogen N 3.2

Calcium Ca 1.5

Phosphorus P 1.0

Potassium K 0.4

Sulfur S 0.3

Sodium Na 0.2

Chlorine Cl 0.2

Magnesium Mg 0.1

Trace Elements include boron, chromium, 
cobalt, copper, flourine, iodine, iron, 
manganese, molybdenium, selenium, silicon, 
tin, vanadium and zinc

Less than 1.0
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Manukau Activations - Manutahi
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“there cannot be a 
place without the 
presence of a 
human participant 
within a physical 
setting“





• Ralph and Frith and why we are presenting to 
you today



Thank You ☺


